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The bar graph demonstrates the amount of time which spend spent by juveniles on 

the social networks and playing on games console during the a typical school day 

in the UK. 

Overall, the proportion of boys who spend time on playing games is more than 

others groups, while girls are more attendance oninterested in chatting on the 

internet. Your overview should be 2 sentences. 

As we can see from the bar chart, the figure for playing on games console in for 

boys categories is highest higher than that of for girls and all genders (about well 

under 90%). In contrast, girls preferred more on to spending more time chatting on 

the internet than others groupboys, and it accounts for just under 70%. Meanwhile, 

most of the boys spend between 1 to 3 hours on playing games and the girls are the 

like on spending time on chatting on the internet.  

It is noticeable that, all both genders take part in playing games console more than 

girls at approximately 65%. In addition, the least percentage in both activities back 

to girls with around 50 percent and the majority of them spend less than an hour in 

playing games console. 

 

Weak language of comparison and bar chart. Read many samples and pay close 

attention to their wording. 

Weak language of games and the Internet. You need to have voc to talk about 

playing games and surfing the  

Internet. 

Weak selection of main features. Again read samples and notice what features you 

should pick up. Here you should have selected maximums, minimums, equals and 

doubles etc. as the main feature. 

 

Commented [BM1]: This does not make s3ense in this graph 

Commented [BM2]: Do not limit the Internet to chatting 

Commented [BM3]: Be consistent with tense. Past or 
present??? 
Prefer+to+verb 

Commented [BM4]: Do not compare boys or girls with total 
because they are part of it 

Commented [BM5]: Spend x on noun 
Spend x +verb+ing 

Commented [BM6]: What do you mean??? 

Commented [BM7]: This comparison is illogical 

Commented [BM8]: meaningless 


